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ABSTRACT
The new generation of synthetic diamonds grown as CVD single crystal on HPHT substrate
offers a wide range of applications. In particular, because of the near tissue equivalence and
its small size (good spatial resolution), CVD single crystal diamond finds applicability in
radiotherapy as dosemeter of ionizing radiation. In the present paper we report the electrical
and dosimetric properties of a new diamond detector which was fabricated at IFJ and based
on single crystal detector-grade CVD diamond provided of a novel contact metallization.
Diamond properties were assessed at IFJ using a Theratron 680E therapeutic 60Co gamma
rays unit and at COOK with 6 and 18 MV X-rays Varian Clinac CL2300 C/D accelerator. The
new dosemeter showed high electric and dosimetric performances: low value of dark current,
high current at the level of some nA during irradiation, very fast dynamic response with a rise
time amounting to parts of second, good stability and repeatability of the current and linearity
of the detector signal at different dose and dose rate levels typically applied in radiotherapy.
Results confirm the potential applicability of diamond material as dosemeter for applications
in radiotherapy.

INTRODUCTION
The fast progress in medicine and all disciplines of human health protection requires the

development of new methods of dose calculation, dose delivery and dose verification. At the
modern radiotherapy facilities new non-conventional and highly conformal treatments such as
stereotactic treatments and intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) are routinely
applied and allow us to save organs at risk delivering the dose exactly to the tumor (target
area). These treatments usually involve large dose gradients and fast dose rate changes which
require the development of radiation dosemeters having small active dimension (i.e. high
spatial resolution) and fast dynamic response in order to follow the dose rate variation in the
radiation field.

Since years diamond has been considered as a perfect candidate to work as a detector of
ionizing radiation for radiotherapy due to its unique properties such as tissue-equivalence,
chemical resistance, high sensitivity to radiation and radiation hardness.

At present, diamond detectors based only on natural gems and produced by the PTW
Freiburg company are commercially available on the market. Different publications [1-4] can
be found in literature concerning the applicability of synthetic diamond as radiation
dosemeter. So far however, due to the limitations mainly imposed by the quality of the
samples [5-8], there is still the lack of a real product which could equip the hospital facilities.

A considerable progress in the diamond growth was achieved recently due to the
adaptation of CVD (Chemical Vapour Deposition) method to the growth of high-quality
single crystal diamond films [9-12]. In this process, HPHT (High Pressure High Temperature)
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single crystals with a special orientation are usually used as substrate or seed. After cutting off
the substrate layer and polishing the crystal surface, the free standing single crystal can be
available for the experiments. Synthetic diamonds offered now on the market have
sufficiently good quality to compete with the natural gems which are strongly selected from
thousands. The successful construction of a detector however does not depend only on the
quality of the crystals but also on the electric contacts, holders and electronic which should be
properly optimized.

At IFJ we developed a new diamond dosemeter which is based on the last generation of
commercial detector-grade single crystal CVD diamond (SC CVD) provided of a novel ohmic
contacts. The sample was, at first, preliminary investigated at IFJ under 60Co gamma rays
beam on regard to its electrical properties i.e. dark current, dynamic response, stability and
repeatability of the current signal under irradiation. Next, it was encapsulated in a solid-water
plastic holder of a “finger” shape and tested at COOK under 6 and 18 MV X-rays beam as
radiation dosemeter performing measurements on its sensitivity, linearity with the dose and
dose rate at levels relevant for radiotherapy applications and dependence on the beam energy.

Aim of this paper is to show the potentiality of the new device for medical application in
radiotherapy.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The material considered within this work consists of one SC CVD diamond commercially

obtained from the Diamond Detector Ltd. (DDL) company. The sample, labeled DD4, has
dimensions of 4.7x4.7 mm2 and is 500 µm thick. It has detector-grade quality i.e.
characterized by a very low amount of Nitrogen and Boron in the order of less than 5 ppb.

The diamond sample was ordered with a novel ohmic metallization in a sandwich
configuration with a central dot of 3 mm of diameter which leads to an active volume of
v = 3.5·10-3 cm3. The new contacts were fabricated by sputtering deposition of a diamond-like
carbon (3 nm) layer followed by a layer of platinum and gold respectively 16 and 200 nm
thick [13].

To test the dosimetric properties, the sample had to be properly encapsulated into a holder.
Construction of the new holder was made at IFJ using a standard grade Solid Water

GAMMEX 457 of density ρ = 1.05 g·cm-3 which does not affect the photon beam and
presents nearly equivalent absorption characteristics of water over a wide range of energies
relevant in clinical dosimetry. The holder has a cylindrical shape with diameter of 9 mm and
25 mm of length. To avoid the influence of the air on the detector signal, the holder cavity
was properly tailored to the shape of the crystal.

Measurements of current were performed with a Keithley 6517A electrometer which
served also as a voltmeter to apply the appropriate bias voltage between the electric contacts.

Irradiations were performed at IFJ using a Theratron 680E unit 60Co gamma rays source
with 1.25 MeV photon mean energy and at COOK using an X-rays linear accelerator Varian
Clinac CL2300 C/D at 6 and 18 MV. Dosimetric measurements were performed at dmax (depth
of maximum dose) by using PMMA slabs of different thickness, area of 20x20 cm2 and
provided of drilled holes for the placement of the diamond detector itself.

Dose rate was estimated with a Markus 0.125 cm3 ionization chamber connected to a PTW
universal dosemeter T10001 while a PTW natural diamond detector served as a reference
dosemeter.

RESULTS
At first, we evaluated the electrical quality of the sample DD4 by measuring its dark

current as a function of the applied bias in the range ±500 V. The results presented in Fig. 1
indicate the quasi-ohmic behavior of the contacts with a dark current value below ±2 pA for a
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maximum applied bias of ±500 V. Measurements were performed in darkness and data
reported in Fig. 1 were calculated averaging on all recorded points after stabilization of the
dark current (usually half an hour). The sample shows a resistivity of 3.9·1015 Ω⋅cm as
deduced from the dark current measurement at +500 V.

Before evaluating other parameters, first of all we preliminary checked the current
behavior of the sample under 60Co gamma rays beam at different applied voltages. For biases
> ±100 V we observed a strong instability of the current signal while for biases below such
threshold the signal was found to be very stable. Also a fast dynamic response was observed
in particular for -10 V. Such behavior is not clear and requires a separate study which was not
performed within this work.

Fig. 2 illustrates the two minutes current response of our sample under 60Co irradiation at
dose rate of 1 Gy/min and -10 V of applied voltage. As it is possible to observe, the diamond
sample shows very fast response and does not present any priming or overshoot effect which
usually are present in those diamonds of poor quality. Before irradiation, the recorded dark
current was IDC ~ 2.5·10-13 A. After switching on the 60Co source, the induced current reached
within one second a stable value of IR ~ 1.27·10-8A leading to a high signal to noise ratio of
S/N ~ 5.1·104. When the irradiation was switched off, the current dropped, within few
seconds, to the previous value of the dark current. Due to the high quality of the electric
contacts, the current signal under irradiation was very stable and did not exceed the 0.5 % of
variation respect its average value. These results confirm that the novel ohmic metallization
composed of thin layers of diamond-like carbon, platinum and gold shows better properties
compared to other kind of electric contacts as previously reported [14].

The repeatability of the current signal was checked performing five irradiations at the same
operating conditions. Each cycle reported in Fig. 3 was characterized by one minute of
irradiation followed by another minute of break. Taking the integral of each pulsed irradiation
and averaging the values of area we found a good coefficient of repeatability of ~ 0.4 %.

The quality of a detector can be estimated by the knowledge of its gain factor G or charge
collection efficiency. Such parameter is defined as G = IR/IP where IR is the recorded detector
current and IP is the theoretical current induced by the irradiation field which is defined as:

wevDI P /ρ= (1)

Assuming a dose rate D = 1 Gy/min, a sensitive volume of the sample of v = 3.5·10-3 cm3,
the density of diamond ρ = 3.5 g/cm3, the electronic charge e = 1.6·10-19 C and w = 13 eV as
energy required to produced an electron-hole pair in diamond, we obtain IP = 15.7 nA.
Considering as previously reported IR ~ 1.27·10-8 A, we obtain a gain factor of G = 0.8 which,
being close to the unity, demonstrates the high quality of our SC CVD sample. To be noticed
that the value of gain factor here calculated is higher than those reported in literature for
commercially available natural diamonds which usually is quoted to 0.5 [15-17].

To have a better estimation of the time required to have complete stabilization of the
current under irradiation, the electrometer was set to record the experimental data every 0.2 s.
As reported in Fig. 4, the induced current reached the stabilization within one recording point
i.e. within 0.2 s after switching on the 60Co source. Such measurement clearly demonstrates
the fast response of the sample DD4 and its potential applicability as radiation dosemeter in
radiotherapy.

As a further step, first we developed a new radiation dosemeter by encapsulation of the SC
CVD diamond sample and then we investigated the dosimetric properties of the new device to
assess its suitability for radiotherapy applications.

Dose dependence of the diamond device was investigated performing irradiations with the
60Co gamma-rays photon beam which, with its constant output guarantees more stable
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exposure at very low delivered doses. The detector was biased at -10 V and experimental data
were collected in the dose range 0.1 – 4.0 Gy at the dose rate of 2.0 Gy/min. Performing a
linear fit to the experimental data reported in Fig. 5 and normalizing to the sample volume we
obtain a value of sensitivity of (1.65180±0.00006)·10-7 C·Gy-1·mm-3. To be noticed that data
reported on Fig. 5 show a linear dependence even at low values of absorbed dose as
demonstrated by analysing the derivative of the net charge. As a matter of comparison, we
next evaluated the dose dependence for a PTW natural diamond. The analysis performed on
the experimental data led to a sensitivity per unit of volume of
(5.8540±0.0001)·10-8 C·Gy-1·mm-3 which is more than 2 times lower than that obtained for the
new diamond dosemeter.

Dose rate dependence was evaluated using the 60Co gamma-rays photon beam, 6 and
18 MV X-rays beams as well. Measurements under 60Co beam (Fig. 6) were performed in the
dose rate range of 0.5 – 2.0 Gy/min by changing the distance between the radiation source and
the surface of the PMMA slab in which the diamond dosemeter was positioned.
Measurements under 6 and 18 MV X-rays beams (Fig. 7) were performed in the range of dose
rate 1.0 – 6.0 Gy/min by changing the pulse repetition frequency of the accelerator. In this
case, the distance between the source and the PMMA slab (100 cm) had to be slightly
adjusted when changing the beam energy from 6 to 18 MV. Fowler’s model [18] predicts a
dose rate dD/dt dependence of the detector current I as:

∆







⋅=

dt

dD
cI (2)

where c is a constant and ∆ an exponential parameter which describes the deviation from the
linearity. According to this model, ∆ is equal to 0.5 in the case of pure semiconductor with
ohmic contacts and no traps. If all traps have the same capture cross section, then ∆ falls
between 0.5 and 1 reaching the upper limit for a uniform or quasi-uniform trap distribution. ∆
may also exceed the unit if traps with different capture cross sections are present in the crystal
[18]. Tab. 1 reports the values of the parameter ∆ calculated by fitting the experimental data
with Eq. (2) obtained for the new diamond device and the PTW natural diamond detector. The
results indicate negligible dose rate dependence for both devices in the range of dose rate
investigated.

The photon energy response of the two dosemeters was the other important dosimetric
property investigated in this work. It was assessed by measuring the charge sensitivity of the
detectors as a function of the mean photon energy of 60Co gamma, 6 MV and 18 MV X-rays
photom beams at dose rate of 1 and 2 Gy/min. As shown in Fig. 8, the response of the
diamond device was found to be almost independent on the beam energy. The sensitivity
exhibited a variation in the order of the 0.2% respect its mean value which could be related to
the material encapsulation of which the dosemeter is manufactured [8]. Measurements on the
PTW natural diamond reported a slight dependence on the beam energy with a variation of
the sensitivity in the order of 1.5% respect its mean value.

CONCLUSIONS
A new radiation dosemeter based on high quality SC CVD diamond provided of a novel

ohmic metallization has been fabricated and tested in order to assess its dosimetric properties
(dose response, dose rate dependence and photon energy dependence under 60Co gamma rays
and X-rays beams). Measurements were performed applying dose and dose rate levels typical
for radiotherapy and the results were compared with those obtained from a commercially
available PTW natural diamond. Results here reported demonstrate the potential applicability
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of the new device as a radiotherapy dosemeter and its dosimetric properties can be
summarized as follows:

• linearity respect the absorbed dose even at low values as a consequence of its fast response
(0.2 s to get the current signal stabilization under irradiation). Its sensitivity per unit of
volume was found to be in the order of ~ 1.65·10-7 C·Gy-1·mm-3 more than 2 times higher
than that obtained from the diamond detector PTW;

• linearity respect the dose rate applied, in the range 0.5 – 2.0 Gy/min for gamma rays and in
the range 1.0 – 6.0 Gy/min for 6 and 18 MV X-rays beams;

• negligible dependence on the beam energy related to the tissue-equivalence of the
encapsulation and diamond itself.

The results not only evidence the high quality of single crystal synthetic diamonds which
now can be achieved by CVD techniques but also the role of the novel contact metallization
which contributed positively to the quality of the current signal in terms of stability and speed
response. The combination of these two aspects opens new perspectives on application of
synthetic diamonds as dosemeter for radiotherapy applications. However, the reported work
regarded the dosimetric properties of one particular SC CVD diamond. As a further step
therefore, it would be interesting to produce a certain number of diamond dosemeter based on
a batch of several crystals obtained from the same source in order to check the statistical
fluctuations of repeatability of their dosimetric properties.
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Table 1
∆ parameters of the diamond dosemeters DD4 and PTW under 60Co γ-rays, 6 MV and 18 MV
X-rays photom beams calculated by fitting the experimental data with Eq. (2).

FIGURES

Fig. 1 Dark current of the diamond sample DD4.

Device ∆ (60Co) ∆ (6 MV) ∆ (18 MV)
DD4 1.007±0.003 1.020±0.008 1.014±0.008
PTW 1.009±0.001 0.998±0.009 0.999±0.008
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Fig. 2 Current response of the sample DD4 under 60Co irradiation at dose rate of 1 Gy/min.

Fig. 3 Signal repeatability of the sample DD4 under 60Co irradiation at dose rate of
1 Gy/min.
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Fig. 4 Current response of the diamond sample DD4 under 60Co irradiation at 1 Gy/min and
bias of +100 V. Data were recorded with a sampling time of 0.2 s.

Fig. 5 Dose response of the diamond dosemeter in the range 0.1 – 4.0 Gy under 60Co gamma
rays photon beam.
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Fig. 6 Dose rate response of the diamond dosemeter in the range 0.5 – 2.0 Gy/min under
60Co gamma rays photon beam. The device was biased at -10 V.

Fig. 7 Dose rate response of the diamond device in the range 1.0 – 6.0 Gy/min under 6 MV
X-rays photon beam. The device was biased at -10 V.
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Fig. 8 Energy response of the diamond dosemeter evaluated for 1 and 2 Gy/min under 60Co,
6 and 18 MV photon beams. The device was biased at -10 V. Errors (one standard deviation)
correspond to the uncertainty on the dose rate estimation at different radiation fields.
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